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MEMO BOOK NOTES SGT. ELIZABETT CORDEIRO 408 
52 Division  

Toronto Police Service Service 
Re Traffic Services file Fatal 23-09 

Transcribed by Allan Sheppard 2012-11-19 
First in charge at scene. Handed off to TSV Sgt. Collins 
 
2009.08.31 

Redacted  

2157 (R/C) 
FTR PI [fail to remaIn personal injury?]-- Ped. struck  /000081 

2009.08.31 
O/S-- numerous TPS EMS units working on m/w (male/White?) -- on ground E/B lane @ curb. 

Observe trauma to head -- extensive bleeding -- large pooling of blood on road. 

numerous (w)'s [witnesses?] 
O/S [on scene] adv, susp veh -- fled 

Redacted? poss marker 
Redacted 

Redacted? BODY 383 
I/R [information received?] from dispatch veh @ Hyatt hotel driver also O/S 

5211 {52 Div car ID?}  PC SIMPSON 8832 BAKER (8741) to attend Hyatt. 

TR14? (car ID?) O/S -- PC's LONG/MIRZA 361, 102(86) tape off area 
instruct TR14 [i.e LONG, MIRZA car number?] to obtain stmts from (W)'s o/s [on scene] 

--observe field notes   /000082? 
2009.08.31 

provided to (W)'s for stmts. 

request TSV [Traffic Services]  to attend re: info relayed by EMS TFS -- injuries are life 
threatening. 

EMS 941 advise Emerg run to St. Mikes 
request unit block off traffic E/B lane from university. 

I/R - 5211 {52 Div ID?} - (M) located @ Hyatt. -- 1hv?. Det. (1 vehicle? detained? Detective?) 
TSV officers o/s 

MCKEON 1153 PATEL 9581 relay infor to 4 [VANCE?] 

N/B-- I/R (information received?) from (W)'s 
road rage, altercation between (S)-[suspect?] in veh and (V) on bicycle. 

commenced @ Bay/Bloor area 
veh & cyclist I/F of Pottery Barn  p.50/000083 

2009.09.31 

engage in verbal altercation again. cyclist on bike I/F of veh refusing to move -- veh deliberately 
strike(s) cyclist.  

cyclist approaches d/s -- reaches into veh -- driver speed off dragging (V) onto oncoming traffic 
E/B lane. 

veh mounts sidewalk -- (V) still hanging on.  

(V) mts (meets/mounts?) trees & mailbox, falls off -- on ground 
(S) vehicle speeds off fleeing scene. 

N/B aforementioned info obtained from (W) --stmt taken by PC LONG.  p. 51/000084 
2009.08.31 

Redacted 
(particulars U/K? (unknown?) 

advise S/Sgt SUDDER? 6663 [could be Geddes, Guddes] TSV SGT. COLLINS 7420 O/S [to replace 

CORDEIRO, who was 52 Div, not TSV). 
advise (up arrow): [i.e. re above?] 
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-- assist with ??dening of crime scene. request unit to block W/B traffic from Bay Street @ St. 

Thomas 
consult with? Sgt. Collins -- ... 

... 
-- 5211 [must be a 52 Div reference] PC Simpson advises (S) veh @ front entrance of Hyatt off 

Avenue Rd,  p. 52/000085 

2009.08.31 
TSV veh to guard veh. (unit E/R). 

Meet PC SIMPSON @ Bloor/University 
PC SIMPSON turns (S) veh keys over to me. 

return to scene  
TSV Recon officers O/S: D/C WORONCHAK #8125 

D/C VANCE #4 

2321 I/R (info rec'd) from SGT COLLINS (V) succumbed to his injuries. 
now a fatality. 

enquire re Homicide Sq being noffd 
advise S/ SUDDER  

request dispatch to send unit to Bloor/Bay to where TSV Recon units. 

scene to remain secured from University/Avenue Rd.  p.53/000096? 
2009.08.31 

to Bay St. 
I/R -- TR14 [LONG & MIRZA?] to canvas area for video surveillance footage. 

advised by SGT. COLLINS, no longer req's @ scene. 
2334 E/R (en route? to stn. O/S 

2351 Turn over (S) keys to PC MARTINEZ 87972 -- instructing unit to turn keys over to SGT 

COLLINS. 
Redacted advise S/ SUDDER?. 

Redacted p/w (paperwork?)/notes  
0047 speak (with) TSV DET. ARTHUR LANE 6574. advise DET [LANE?] of I/R re: FTR? [fail to 

remain?] 

N/B -- speak (with) PC SIMPSON  
info on (S) obtained  p. 54/000087 

2009.08.31 
... 

I/R SGT COLLINS on (V) SHEPPARD, Darcy Allen 1975.10.11 368 George St. 301 

N/B @ 
0001 -- 2009.09.01 TUESDAY 

0056 speak (with SGT COLLINS -- advises Homicide will be attending scene. 
Stand by to further direction whether req'd. 

advise S/ SUDDER?. 
(Homicide D/C Moreira)  p. 55/000088 


